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Elon Musk, founder and chief engineer of SpaceX speaks at the 2020 Satellite Conference and Exhibition March
9, 2020 in Washington, DC. Win McNamee/Getty Images

Tesla CEO Elon Musk said on Monday that Neuralink — his brain-computer-interface

company — could be launching human trials by the end of 2021.

Musk gave the timeline in response to another user's request to join human trials for

the product, which is designed to implant arti�cial intelligence into human brains as

well as potentially cure neurological diseases like Alzheimer's and Parkinson's.

Read more: Rivian uses one of Elon Musk's favorite job-interview techniques to

determine which candidates stand out from the pack

"Neuralink is working super hard to ensure implant safety & is in close communication

with the FDA," Musk said on Twitter in response to another user's request to join

human trials. "If things go well, we might be able to do initial human trials later this

year."

· Feb 1, 2021Hamoon Kamai @hamoon__
Hi @elonmusk, I've been thinking for a long time how to write this to 
you - but I'll keep it very simply: 

I was in a car accident 20 years ago and have been paralyzed from the 

Elon Musk said Neuralink is working to initiate human trials by the end of the year.

In 2019, Musk said it would be testing the AI brain chips on humans by the end of
2020.

Musk told Clubhouse users on Sunday that the company's chip implant allowed a
monkey to play video games using its mind.

Visit Business Insider's homepage for more stories.
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Musk has made similar statements in the past about his project, which was launched

in 2016. He said in 2019 that it would be testing on humans by the end of 2020.

There has been a recent �urry of information on the project since Musk made an

appearance on the social media site, Clubhouse, and provided some additional

updates on Neuralink.

Musk told Clubhouse users Sunday night that Neuralink recently used its

nanotechnology to implant a chip into a monkey's brain. The wireless chip allowed the

monkey to play video games using only its mind, according to Musk.

Neuralink has tested the chips on other animals. Last year, the company implanted an

AI brain chip into a pig.

See also: Elon Musk's move to Texas is a publicity stunt that reveals how Tesla is

maturing as an automaker

The chip implants can read and write brain activity. Musk claims the brain-machine

interface could do anything from cure paralysis to give people telepathic powers,

referring to the device as "a Fitbit in your skull."

 as  a ca  acc de t 0 yea s ago a d a e bee  pa a y ed o  t e 
shoulders ever since. I'm always available for clinical studies at 
@Neuralink. 

Please get in touch!

Elon Musk
@elonmusk

Neuralink is working super hard to ensure implant safety & is 
in close communication with the FDA. If things go well, we 
might be able to do initial human trials later this year.
6:56 AM · Feb 2, 2021
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Musk has also recently tried to recruit for the company on Twitter. 

"If you've worked on advanced wearables, phones or robots, those skills are needed

@neuralink," Musk tweeted on Sunday.

 

NEWSLETTER

Your morning cheat sheet to get you caught up on what you need to know in
tech. Sign up to 10 Things in Tech You Need to Know Today.

· Feb 1, 2021Elon Musk @elonmusk
Please consider working at Neuralink! 

Short-term: solve brain/spine injuries 
Long-term: human/AI symbiosis  

Latter will be species-level important  

Work at either at our Bay Area or Austin locations

Neuralink @neuralink
Robots 

robots@neuralink.com 

youtu.be/-gQn-evdsAo

Elon Musk
@elonmusk

If you’ve worked on advanced wearables, phones or robots, 
those skills are needed @neuralink
7:59 AM · Feb 1, 2021

51.7K 6.9K Copy link to Tweet
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Email address
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